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Quick and Clever Cross Stitch
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780715321744
Quick and Clever Cross Stitch: Eight Sampler
Templates with Over 1,000 Pick-and-Mix Motifs
Create one-of-a-kind samplers that reflect the people,
places, hobbies, celebrations and memories that
make us all so special. Over 1,000 motifs featured in
6 themed chapters; easy-to-use grids into which the
motifs are combined and stitched to build the
sampler. Worked examples and full instructions
explain how to personalize and adapt motifs. Stitchoff-the-page sampler designs allow you to start right
away; and can also be personalized. Keepsakes ideas
shown using individual motifs, ensuring the extensive
motif library is always in use.
Helen Philipps studied Printed Textiles with
embroidery at university, and then taught drawing
and design before becoming a freelance designer.
This is her fourth book to be published by David &
Charles. Helen lives in the Wirral, Cheshire.
112 pages.

Price: € 24.85
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The Knitter's Bible
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780715317990
The Knitter's Bible: The Complete Handbook for
Creative Knitters
The essential handbook for knitters of all skill levels.
Getting Started goes back to basics, with an overview
of the yarns and equipment available today. It then
takes you, step-by-step, through the basics of
knitting, with knit and purl, casting on and binding
(casting) off, and reading patterns. Creative Options
expands upon the basics with further techniques,
while Exploring Choices will provide even the
experienced knitter with new ideas for interesting
projects. The Stitch Library will become an
indispensable reference to be constantly referred to.
Finally, a wide selection of Patterns and Projects,
linked back to the techniques throughout the book,
provide plenty opportunites to explore your
developing skills and experiment with a variety of
motifs to liven up any knitting.
Claire Crompton has been working with needlecrafts
for over fifteen years. Following her degree in
Knitwear Design she has worked in the knitting
industry and as a pattern designer for major wool
manufacturers such as Sirdar, Courtaulds and DMC.
160 pages.

Price: € 19.68
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New Complete Guide to Sewing
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780276444166
New Complete Guide to Sewing: Step-by-Step
Techniques for Making Clothes and Home Accessories
"The New Complete Guide to Sewing" provides all the
guidance you need to sew successfully, whatever your
level of skill. Comprehensive step-by-step instructions
cover everything from cutting out patterns to making
sleeves and fitting zips, and are accompanied by
thousands of colourful illustrations, diagrams and
photographs. You'll learn how to select the best
equipment, choose the perfect fabric, and use the
right technique for every sewing project. A veritable
encyclopedia of sewing, this essential guide includes
detailed directions, practical advice, time-saving tips,
essential techniques and hundreds of unique creative
touches to bring out the best in your needlework. And
20 projects help you put into practice what you have
learned, with exciting ideas for creating clothes and
home accessories in classic styles which can be easily
adapted to changing trends. From play clothes to
evening wear and from curtains to quilts, you'll soon
be sewing your own distinctive creations. Having this
book at your side is like having a sewing expert with
you every step of the way.
Contents: - Sewing Equipment and Fabrics
- Cutting
- Stitches and Seams
- Neckline Finishes and Collars
- Waistlines and Belts
- Sleeves and Sleeve Finishes
- Pockets
- Hems
- Fastenings
- Tailoring
- Patchwork and Quilting.
Author: Reader's Digest. 384 pages.

Price: € 17.94
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Encyclopedia of Crafts
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780715336359
Martha Stewart Encyclopedia of Crafts: An A - Z Guide
with Detailed Instructions and Endless Inspiration
32 must-know crafts packed into one comprehensive
416-page hardback book; full step-by-step
instructions for every technique, catering for
everyone from first-time dabblers to the more
adventurous crafters; and over 200 projects that are
fully explained and beautifully shot - a key blend of
accessible and aspirational. Illuminating glossaries, a
full rundown of essential tools and materials,
professional tips and handy UK resources make this a
lasting reference.

Price: € 24.99
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Encyclopedia of Embroidery Stitches, Including
Crewel
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780486229294
Encyclopedia of Embroidery Stitches, Including
Crewel.
Precise explanations and instructions, clearly
illustrated, on how to work chain, back, cross,
knotted, woven stitches and many more—178 in all,
including Cable Outline, Whipped Satin, Lazy Daisy,
and Eyelet Buttonhole. Each stitch illustrated front
and back.
Author: Marion Nichols. 219 pages.
Dover Pubblications ©

Price: € 28.00
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Quilt a Gift
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780715332825
Quilt a Gift: 25 Heartfelt Projects from Quick to
Heirloom
This is a precious collection of beautiful quilted gifts
for every occasion, including birthdays, mother's day,
weddings and Christmas. Create elegant home
accents using pieced patchwork and applique, all with
Barri Sue Gaudet's stylish country charm. The
complexity of each project reflects the amount of
notice you might receive for an occasion, meaning
gifts for a dinner party's hostess are quick-to-stitch
and presents for a new born baby are more heirloom.
Embellish your designs with embroidery for an extra
special personal touch that friends and family will
adore.
127 pages.

Price: € 19.50
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Home Sweet Home Cross Stitch
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780715332900
Home Sweet Home Cross Stitch: Stylish Samplers and
Gifts to Give Your Home a Hug
This is a collection of beautiful cross stitch samplers
and gifts that will brighten up every corner of your
home. In "Home Sweet Home", the traditional cross
stitch sampler has been brought up to date with a
choice of 8 picture designs to welcome guests.
Further small easy-sew projects, inspired by the
sampler designs, allow you to indulge your love of
fabric. Bright, contemporary fabrics complement the
cross stitch motifs, and simple bead, button, applique
and embroidery embellishments make the finished
pieces even more special.
112 pages. Author: Helen Philipps

Price: € 16.58
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Crafting Tilda's Friends
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780715336663
Crafting Tilda's Friends: 30 Unique Projects Featuring
Adorable Creations from Tilda
30 fun sewing and papercraft projects show how to
create the cutest characters. Features rabbits, birds,
frogs, cats and an array of other creatures - there are
even garden angels in there somewhere! Clear
artworks and pretty photography make sewing,
papercrafting and painting a breeze. Full size sewing
templates ensure easy construction.
Tone Finnanger has a distinctive style that is popular
with crafters of all ages and abilities. Her titles for
D&C include Crafting Springtime Gifts (D&C, 2006),
Crafting Christmas Gifts (D&C, 2006), Sew Pretty
Homestyle (D&C, 2007), Sew Pretty Christmas
Homestyle (D&C, 2008) and Sew Sunny Homestyle
(D&C, 2009). She lives in Norway.
64 pages.
N.B. This book is the English version of "Cucito
creativo con Tilda" (Italian edition).

Price: € 10.19
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101 Great Ways to Sew a Metre
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780715337783
101 Great Ways to Sew a Metre: Look How Much You
Can Make with Just One Metre of Fabric!
This title features 101 projects specially designed to
use one metre of fabric - so crafters can stop
hoarding and start sewing! It provides diagrams
showing how to position patterns on your fabric to use
the metre most economically. Fresh, modern fabrics
used throughout promote having fun with your
fabrics, and make the photography inspiring and
eyecatching. Easy to follow techniques and diagrams
make it a breeze for sewists of all abilities.
Authors: Rebecca Yaker and Patricia Hoskins.

Price: € 22.19
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Tilda's Summer Ideas
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780715338643
Tilda's Summer Ideas
The latest edition. This is a beautiful collection of
summer projects using the latest Tilda fabrics and
embellishments. The designs include angels,
garlands, decorations and accessories, all in the
seasonal shades of turquoise, green, pink and red. All
projects are accompanied by clear instructions,
gorgeous photographs and colour illustrations,
making them ideal for beginners, as well as more
experienced sewers. Popular techniques, such as
applique and embroidery, are used and full-size
templates are also included.
Tone Finnanger has a distinctive style that is popular
with crafters of all ages and abilities.

Price: € 11.15
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Make Me I'm Yours... Christmas
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780715338964
Make Me I'm Yours... Christmas: Over 20 Fun Festive
Projects
This is a festive collection of more than 25 fantastic
projects that are modern and stylish, but simple
enough to make for the busy Christmas season. It
covers a wide range of crafts, from sewing and
beading, to card making and cake decorating everything you will need to create your best
Christmas ever. It is packed with step-by-step
instructions, beautifully illustrated techniques and
handy tips from top designers to make it fun and easy
for craft experts and beginners alike. With ideas for
festive decorations for your home and pretty gifts for
family and friends, each project is simple to make but
will be treasured forever.
Authors: Mandy Shaw , Barri Sue Gaudet , Helen
Philipps , Marion Elliot , Dorothy Wood , Alice Butcher
, Ginny Farquhar
128 pages

Price: € 12.50
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Japanese Quilt Inspirations
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780715338278
Japanese Quilt Inspirations: 15 Easy-to-Make Projects
That Make the Most of Japanese Fabrics
This is a practical guide to combining Japanese fabrics
and traditional Oriental style with fast, super-easy
techniques. Each of the ten quilts is made up in two
different colourways for maximum inspiration, and
shown both as hand and machine quilted designs. As
an added bonus, there are five simple-to-make
homestyle projects for using up leftover quilt blocks.
Japanese patchwork style is incredibly versatile, and
the finished projects will be at home in the most
modern interiors as well as rustic cottages.
The author Susan Briscoe was introduced to Japanese
quilting techniques in the early 1990s when teaching
English in northern Japan.
128 pages.

Price: € 19.99
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The knitter's bible Baby Knits
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780715337660
Baby Knits: 25 Adorable Clothes, Accessories and
Gifts for All Year Round
Following the Knitter's Bible project book series
format, all techniques are clearly explained and easyto-follow for even the novice knitter. It features over
25 essential designs to create adorable and practical
items. You can use baby-friendly fibres and knitterfriendly techniques to make designs that are fun and
satisfying to produce. Packed with choice and
versatility, the patterns include variations and
swatches demonstrating how different yarns make the
designs ideal for different looks and times of year.
Laura Long has a knitted textiles degree from Central
St Martins and works out of her central London studio.
She teaches knitting and designs, makes and sells
her knitted creations to boutiques and galleries all
over the world.
128 pages.

Price: € 18.74
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Crafts for All Occasions - Martha Stewart's
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446301760
Martha Stewart's Crafts for All Occasions: With 225
Projects for New Year's Through Christmas, and Every
Celebration in Between
This title includes 175 beautifully photographed craft
projects for every occasion, from Christmas and New
Year to Valentine's Day, Mother's Day, Father's Day,
Halloween and every other major holiday. It gives full
step-by-step instructions for every technique, catering
for everyone from first-time dabblers to the more
adventurous crafters. Crafts include greetings cards,
decorations and papercrafts, soap making, cross
stitch, flower arrangement, papier-mache, jewellery,
candy favours, fabric crafts and so much
more...Handy UK resources and buyer's guide, and a
full rundown of essential tools and materials make
this a lasting reference.
Martha Stewart is the author of dozens of best selling
books on cooking, entertaining, gardening, weddings
and decorating. She is the host of The Martha Stewart
Show in the US, where Martha Stewart Living
magazine was first published in 1990. Martha lives in
New York.
368 pages

Price: € 24.99
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Knitted Toy Travels
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446301463
Knitted Toy Travels: Wild Knitting Projects from Across
the Globe
This is a fabulous collection of personality-packed
designs that will have you knitting adorable toys in no
time! Each of the brightly coloured characters is a joy
to knit for all abilities, making them the perfect gift
for children or adults alike. The variety of designs and
ideas for finishing and embellishing with your choice
of fabric and trimmings means limitless potential to
create special gifts and keepsakes for everyone.
Running throughout the book are enchanting
photographs, illustrations and Laura's fun little
rhymes, all of which bring the characters to life with a
unique storybook feel. Plan travels for your toys with
the pull-out map of the world.
Laura Long has a knitted textiles degree from Central
St Martins and works out of her central London studio.
She teaches knitting and designs, makes and sells
her knitted creations to boutiques and galleries all
over the world.
128 pages.

Price: € 18.90
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Stitch at Home
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446301685
Stitch at Home: Make Your House a Home with Over
20 Handmade Projects
This is a gorgeous collection of fun projects for your
home and garden in Mandy Shaw's unmistakeable
style. It features 20 projects in 9 themed sections,
varying from simple bunting and cushions to a
Christmas gingerbread house, a deck chair cover and
a fun children's teepee. It is perfect for all abilities,
with clear step-by-step instructions and stitch
diagrams for both right and left handers. Be inspired
by Mandy's unique motifs and fresh colour palette of
teal, raspberry, cream and brown.
Mandy Shaw runs Dandelion Designs, a craft design
and kit company. Her work has featured on BBC2's
Leisure Hour and she has written for Popular
Patchwork and Fabrications magazines. Mandy also
appeared on Kirstie Allsopp's Homemade Home
(Channel 4). She lives in East Sussex.
128 pages

Price: € 18.90
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Tilda's Winter Delights
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446304006
Tilda's Winter Delights
Create beautiful dolls and accessories for winter using
the latest Tilda fabrics. From pretty skating angels in
warm fur coats to chalet girls with cosy knitted
jumpers, these new Tilda designs celebrate the winter
season in style. Transform pentagons and hexagons
into mini patchwork balls and tablemats, or make a
quilt or cushion with beautiful Tilda fabrics. Hanging
santas, paper angels and Christmas stockings are
perfect festive decorations for your home, and there
are adorable polar bears to delight the little ones!
Tone Finnanger has a distinctive style that is popular
with crafters of all ages and abilities.
48 pages

Price: € 10.00
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Creative Colour for Cake Decorating
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446302378
Creative Colour for Cake Decorating: 20 New Projects
from the Bestselling Author of the Contemporary Cake
Decorating Bible
Learn how to choose and use colours creatively in
your cake decorating projects with 10 amazing cake
designs from Lindy Smith, author of the international
bestseller The Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible.
Discover how to adapt cake designs to your own
colour schemes, how to take colour inspiration from
objects and environments around you to create your
own unique palettes, and how to use the food paste
colours available to best effect on stunning decorated
cakes. Includes 10 colour-themed chapters each with
an amazing cake decorating design and additional
cupcake or cookie projects in alternative colourways,
to show how selecting different colours can
dramatically change the feel of your design. Step-bystep illustrated instructions cover every stage of cake
design, from baking cakes and mixing colours to
sugar modeling and adding finishing touches - perfect
for both beginner and experienced cake decorators
alike! Featuring a fully comprehensive index of all of
the food paste colours available from the main
suppliers in the UK, and full instructions on how to
alter their tone, hue and intensity to suit your cake
decorating needs.
Author: Lindy Smith
144 pages

Price: € 18.62
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Tilda Homemade & Happy
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446305904
Tilda Homemade & Happy
Stunning new Tilda designs from Tone Finnanger Homemade and Happy is a gorgeous collection of
inspirational home accessories including quilts,
cushions and decorative items to make the Holiday
season even more special.
This book features more pretty practical designs such
as an irresistible patchwork quilt, classic pillow covers
and a cup pin-cushion, all made-up in the latest Tilda
fabric range.
Tone also brings her familiar style to a new range of
embellishments, as well as animals and dolls
including gold-winged reindeer and sheep, roundeyed owls, plump pigs with flower applique detail,
angels, stars and darling decorative cakes.
The projects are photographed in the author's own log
cabin situated in the snowy mountains of Norway!
Author: Tone Finnanger
144 pages

Price: € 20.95
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Tilda's Toy Box
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446306154
Tilda's Toy Box: Sewing Patterns for Soft Toys and
More from the Magical World of Tilda
This time, Tone Finnanger brings her talent to a
whole series of tender, soft toys, dolls and gifts for
children: from lovely dolls, to funky monkeys,
jungle creatures and swashbuckling pirates,
together with cuddly whales and fishes! Together
with the complete instructions to craft these
characters - always so sweet and somehow always
seeming to be taken directly from fairy tales you'll find a wide range of proposals for our
children's bedrooms, such as beautiful quilts and
pillows.
The sewing patterns, extremely easy and so ideal
for anyone, will explain step by step also how to
craft the outfits and accessories of these soft toys,
making them even more lively and highly
customized!
A whole lot of delicate, pastel-color matchings and
pictures in an exquisite light complete the pages of
this wonderful volume: a must have for all Tilda's
fans, but also a great "invitation" for all those who
still don't know her so much! Don't miss it!
The book is in English.
144 pages

Price: € 19.54
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The Knitting & Crochet Bible
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780715332801
Learn how to knit and crochet like an expert with
this ultimate start-to-finish handbook, packed with
knitting patterns and crochet patterns - invaluable
whatever your skill level.
Basic techniques are thoroughly explained through
clear artworks and easy-to-follow instructions,
complete with advice on choosing your yarns,
needles and crochet hooks. Inspiring designs add
excitement to your needlecraft, whether its knitted
cables, fair isle and lace, or crochet motifs and
embellishments.
Author: Claire Crompton

Price: € 19.13
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Style your Modern Vintage Home
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446303443
Style Your Modern Vintage Home is an inspirational
book for all vintage enthusiasts.
It encompasses everything vintage lovers want in
one place: every vintage decade, every practical
tip for buying, styling and restoring your vintage
homewares and achieving your perfectly styled
vintage home. With 'real' homes, 'real' people and
'real' affordable items, this book shows you how
you can achieve a stylish vintage/modern home
too. Vintage enthusiasts can see how these musthave items or styles work in their own home and
how to integrate vintage with modern.
Each chapter covers a decade from the 1920s to
the 1990s. Every chapter introduces the
fascinating social history from that period and how
what was going on in the world influenced the
interior homes of that time. The chapters are
divided by sub-sections for the main rooms in the
house, including, living room, bedroom, kitchen,
study, hall and even the garden, showing the musthave items from for those rooms in each period.
Authors: Paloma Faith & Kate Beavis
160 pages.

Price: € 19.13
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Martha Stewart's Crafts for Kids
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446303740
Martha Stewart's Crafts for Kids is filled with 175
clever projects and activities. With easy-to-follow
step-by-step instructions, helpful tips, templates, and
colourful photos, there is everything your child will
need to make an array of fantastic craft projects. The
projects are fun, yet serve a practical purpose; kids
can wear, decorate, and play with what they make.
Filled with ideas for a range of ages, skill levels, and
interests, this book lets children's creativity run wild,
while creating precious memories as parents and
kids learn and create as a team. Your kids can make
their own toys and musical instruments, create
fantastical worlds, design scrapbooks, and make
one-of-a-kind gifts. They will learn how to sew, stitch,
glue, paint, trace, fold, print, stamp, stick to make
bags, stuffed animals, snow globes, jewellery,
puppet theatre, papier-mâché vehicles, superhero
costumes, printed t-shirts, wind vane, lip balm, solar
systems, and so much more. In Martha Stewart's
Crafts for Kids you will find endless inspiration for
your kid to make imaginative projects that they can
enjoy with the whole family.
• 175 creative projects to appeal to a wide range of
ages (aimed at 3-12)
• All projects are practical or educational, providing
positive and valuable ways to spend time with your
child
Author: Martha Stewart
352 pages.

Price: € 16.58
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200 Knitted Blocks
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780715322352
Create gorgeous afghans and more with this
amazing choice of 200 knitted block patterns to
mix and match. From geometric designs to multihued blocks, you'll discover new ways to play with
colour, pattern and texture. Choose from easy to
advanced knitting patterns, from simple knit and
purl designs to more elaborate cable, lace and
bobble blocks. Use blocks in one of the suggested
layouts, or design your own – all blocks finish to the
same size when worked in the same yarn weight.
Also learn how to finish your blocks in style with
patterns for fringes, ruffles and other decorative
edgings.
This book has everything you need to create
unique afghans, wall hangings and accessories;
from knitting techniques and step-by-step
instructions for 200 decorative blocks to inspiration
and advice for planning your design and creating a
finished piece. Each block is labelled with at-aglance symbols that tell you instantly what
techniques are used to create the block and the
level of difficulty so both experienced and new
knitters can pick and choose blocks according to
their confidence.
This invaluable knitting block library will be used
time and time again from simple baby blankets to
stylish throws in your home.
Author: Jan Eaton
128 pages

Price: € 12.75
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Ideas for Christmas
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446303887
Make fabulous festive craft projects with this
collection of 20 fantastic projects that are modern
and stylish, but simple enough to make for the
busy Christmas season. Covering a wide range of
crafts, from sewing and beading, to card making
and cake decorating - it is everything you will need
to create your best Christmas ever. Packed with
step-by-step instructions, beautifully illustrated
techniques and handy tips from top designers to
make it fun and easy for craft experts and
beginners alike. With ideas for festive decorations
for your home and pretty gifts for family and
friends, each project is simple to make but will be
treasured forever. Learn different crafting skills
and improve your techniques with handy tips.
Create beautiful items that will bring a cosy
atmosphere to your home. Celebrate Christmas
with unique and special Christmas gifts for friends
and family. Enjoy making delightful decorations,
tasty treats, cards and presents for Christmas.
128 pages

Price: € 8.00
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My Felt Doll
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446305768
Super easy yet super cute doll sewing patterns
made from felt and a handful of simple notions.
You will learn to sew the basic doll pattern and
then discover 11 imaginative variations on the
design including a mermaid, ballerina, princess
and even a movie star!
Author: Shelly Down
128 pages

Price: € 19.57
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Tilda's Seasonal Ideas Collection
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446306680
Readers can enjoy the best of Tilda throughout the
season with this wonderful collection of sewing and
papercrafting projects by world-famous designer
Tone Finnanger, all using gorgeous Tilda fabrics
and embellishments.
Inside they will find patterns and step-by-step
instructions for angel dolls and a range of adorable
outfits, bags and purses, soft toys, garlands and
cushions, storage boxes, notebooks and cards,
table decorations, pretty accessories and unique
DIY gifts - going from the first buds of spring right
up to the festive season.
144 pages.

Price: € 17.25
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Tilda Sewing by Heart: For the Love of Fabrics
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446306710
Sewing By Heart is a heartfelt sewing book from the
creator of Tilda, Tone Finnanger. In this glorious
celebration of her love of fabric, you'll find over 20
sewing, patchwork, applique and quilting projects that
will bring colour and beauty to your home. Projects
include stunning quilts, pretty pillows, sophisticated
soft toys, and beautiful accessories such as
pincushions, pumpkins, flowers, stockings and more all designed with characteristic Tilda charm. Featuring
gorgeous photography, in-depth instructions and fullsize templates, you'll soon be sewing by heart.
144 pages.

Price: € 21.00
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Tilda Sunshine Sewing
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446307021
A brand new Tilda project book, featuring sewing
and quilting projects on a summer theme, all made
in the colourful new Tilda fabric ranges. The book
will feature two full size quilts, plus pillows, soft
toys and fabric bowls – all with stunning lifestyle
photography. All the projects will be made in the
latest Tilda fabric ranges – Lemon Tree and
Sunkiss.
Author Tone Finnanger. 80 pages.

Price: € 15.25
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Hot Chocolate Sewing
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446307267
20 sewing project, all tempting just like the "hot
chocolate" giving its title to this new book from Tone
Finnanger!
Quilt, softies, bags and purses, as well as accessories
for us and our home, all to craft with the amazing
fabrics of her latest collection "Tilda BirdPond". The
book is full of pictures and complete with step-by-step
instructions for each single project, for sweetness
belong to everyone.
Author Tone Finnanger. 144 pages.

Price: € 20.40
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The Ultimate Kogin Collection
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446307328
This is the first English language technique and
project book focusing on the stunning art of kogin
embroidery.
Discover the beautiful Japanese pattern darning
technique kogin and how it can be used to create
stunning stitched and quilted projects. Kogin is a
variation of the popular Japanese embroidery
technique sashiko and is rapidly becoming as
popular as its big sister.
Japanese embroidery expert, Susan Briscoe, has
compiled a collection of over 60 pattern charts kogin is a counted embroidery technique - and 12
accompanying projects to create The Ultimate
Kogin Collection, following on from her previous
title The Ultimate Sashiko Sourcebook. The projects
range from small and very accessible items such
as simple greetings cards and coasters to larger
projects including wall hangings and table runners.
Author: Susan Briscoe
128 pages

Price: € 20.50
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Raffia Crochet - 10 Contemporary Crochet Patterns
with Raffia Ya
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446307489
Wool and the Gang introduce you to the craft of
crocheting with raffia, a breakthrough new yarn
that is great for a wide range of summery projects.
Light and eco-friendly, raffia yarn is made of 100%
long wood fibre that adds structure to your
projects, making it perfect for hats, bags and
accessories.
This book includes 10 crochet projects all made
using Wool and the Gang’s Ra-Ra Raffia yarn in a
range of colours. Projects include on-trend raffia
items such as bags, hats and baskets, which are
then further embellished with embroidery in raffia
yarn too. General techniques are covered at the
end of the book, with instructions accompanied by
clear illustrations.
Author: Wool and the Gang
72 pages

Price: € 12.50
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Quilts from Tilda's Studio
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446307441
Quilts from Tilda's Studio - Tilda Quilts and Pillows
to Sew with Love
World-renowned for her beautiful fabrics and
charming designs, Tone Finnanger has established
Tilda as a creative lifestyle that makers dream of.
From her inspirational studio on an island in
Norway's Oslofjord, comes this divine collection of
quilt patterns, all made with the latest Tilda fabric
collections.
Fourteen quilts, many with matching pillows, are
shown with gorgeous photography, in-depth
instructions, piecing diagrams and full-size
templates. The designs feature a range of motifs
including cats, angels, birdhouses, trees, teapots,
fruit, flowers and more that quilters will simply
adore.
Cut, piece, baste, quilt and bind your way into
Tilda's world with this exquisite pattern book, and
make quilts you'll cherish forever.
144 pages in english

Price: € 24.50
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50 Fat Quarter Toys
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446307427
A celebration of handmade toys, featuring fabulous
stuffed animals, handmade baby gifts and more all
made using fat quarter cuts of fabric the most
popular way that sewers buy fabric. Continuing the
series from 50 Fat Quarter Makes, this fun
collection features beautiful styled photography,
step-by-step diagrams and templates for over 50
handmade toys, with patterns provided by 10 top
international talents. These include Amie Plumley
co-author of the bestselling Sewing School books,
Ayda Algin of Café Nohut, Mollie Johanson of Wild
Olive, bestselling author Emma Hardy and Aurifil
thread designer and founder of
#GreatBritishQuilter Sarah Ashford. All the toys are
made using simple sewing techniques alongside
patchwork, appliqué and embroidery.
Author: Ame Verso
144 pages

Price: € 21.00
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Stitch 50 Dogs
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446308233
Set tails wagging with this canine collection of
easy sewing patterns for adorable dog designs, all
made using simple hand-sewing techniques.
Featuring the most popular and distinctive breeds,
each pooch pattern comes with step-by-step
instructions and full-size templates, making them
paws-itively perfect for all abilities. The finished
little pups would make cute brooches, bag charms
and home accessories that will make your dogloving friends drool!
Author: Alison J Reid
128 Pages in English

Price: € 19.00
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Ultimate Sashiko Sourcebook
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780715318478
Sashiko (pronounced shash-ko) means 'stab stitch'
and refers to the small running stitch that is
worked to build up distinctive decorative patterns,
of which there are hundreds. The book begins by
exploring the origins of the technique to
strengthen clothes and to make them warmer.
Getting Started describes everything you need to
begin stitching, including sleecting suitable fabrics
and threads, marking out patterns on the fabric, as
well as the stitching technique itself. Ten project
chapters show how easy it is to use sashiko
patterns to make beautiful items for the home. The
sashiko patterns are described in step-by-step
detail in the pattern library, showing you exactly
how to achieve each individual pattern with ease.
Finally a gallery of work by contemporary Japanese
textile artists provides extra inspiration.
Author: Susan Briscoe
128 Pages

Price: € 19.50
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Crumb Quilts
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446308707
Tiny fabric scraps or 'crumbs' don't have to end up
in the bin now you can learn how to use these
crumbs to create 15 beautiful quilts and quilted
projects to bust your stash. Author Emily Bailey
explains how to make fabric from 'crumbs' which
you can then cut to your preferred size and use as
a quilt block, a dramatic background fabric or as a
piece of appliqué for added texture and interest.
These instructions include step-by-step
photography for extra clarity for all the quilting
techniques you will need to sandwich, baste and
build your quilts and projects.
Emily also shares her tips and tricks for how to
group fabric colors and prints in order to get the
best results. In addition there are also step-by-step
instructions for 15 stunning quilted projects
including full-size bed quilts and smaller projects
including a pillow and pin cushion. Other quilts
include Under The Sea a crumb quilt featuring a
whole host of scrappy sea creatures and Night Sky
a dramatic quilt which uses crumbs to create a
richly textured background with crumb appliqué for
the stars and planets.
So why not take another look at your own stash of
crumbs and get patchwork and quilting the zero
waste way!
Author: Emily Bailey
128 Pages

Price: € 21.50
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Elemental Macramé
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446308790
This unique and beautiful book celebrates each of
the Earth's sacred elements with projects that
even beginners to macramé can tackle with ease.
In nature, each element has its own specific
properties, colors and stones associated with it,
which these projects incorporate to dramatic
effect. The 20 projects all draw their inspiration
from nature and the elements. Many of the
projects have crystals incorporated into them, for
the good vibrations and healing energy they bring.
You'll also learn how to dip-dye macramé for
wonderful ombre effects and work with a variety of
different coloured cords to bring beauty and
interest to your pieces.
Author: Rebecca Millar
128 pages

Price: € 21.50
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Tilda's Toy Box - Sewing Patterns
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446309346
Tilda's Toy Box - Sewing patterns for soft toys and
more from the magical world of Tilda
Learn to sew beautiful toys and soft furnishings for
children with this stunning collection of projects
from the creator of the popular Tilda brand. Worldrenowned craft designer Tone Finnanger of Tilda
brings her talents to soft toys and gifts for children
from adorable dolls to funky monkeys and
swashbuckling pirates in this paperback edition of
her best-selling book. Tilda’s Toy Box will show you
how to make a wide range of beautiful soft toys
and gifts for kids, plus beautiful quilts and pillows
for children's bedrooms. Discover simple sewing
patterns for adorably plump dolls with a range of
outfits and accessories, cute jungle creatures such
as monkeys and parrots, and sea-themed creations
such as pirates, whales and fish. Exquisitely
presented in her trademark style, this book will
delight Tilda fans everywhere with its achievable
patterns and charming styled photography.
The book is in English.
144 pages

Price: € 19.95
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Crochet Stitch Sampler Baby Blankets
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780811738750
Perfect for baby, and so fun to crochet! Stitch
sampler blankets offer a great canvas for learning
new stitches and exploring new techniques in small
portions. The variety of constructions of the
blankets in this book from working separate motifs
and joining, to join-as-you-go, to working centre
out or in one piece keep your mind engaged and
your hook flying. The colours delight the eye and
the soft yarn welcomes the new little one to cozy
napping comfort. Each of the 30 patterns includes
full written instructions and all the stitch details
you need to complete each blanket confidently,
even if the stitches are new to you. Crochet a
colourful blanket for every new baby in your life!
The book is in English.
BC Paperback - Kristi Simpson
144 pages

Price: € 22.50
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Simply Stitched with Punch Needle
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781940552651
Embroidery lovers, expand your stitching
repertoire to include punch needle! Discover the
art of punch needle with this collection of 11
special projects from Japanese embroidery artist
Yumiko Higuchi. This series of sweet little projects
will teach you how to achieve rich, threedimensional textures and finishes with your fibre
art, all using a punch needle pen and embroidery
floss. In this curated collection, Yumiko offers her
simple, modern spin on classic embroidery
projects, including brooches, pouches, coasters,
samplers, pillows, and hoop art. Inspired by the
colours and shapes of nature, her designs feature
fruit, flowers, leaves, gemstones, and animals. She
explores different punch needle techniques,
utilizing traditional embroidery floss to create a
variety of textures and shapes. This lovely
introduction to punch needle is designed for
modern makers who love Yumiko Higuchi’s style
and are interested in exploring this fun craft. Once
you get started with this rhythmic, meditative
needle art, you won’t be able to stop!
The book is in English.
BC Paperback - Author: Yumiko Higuchi
64 pages

Price: € 16.00
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Cozy Knits
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9780760373538
Cozy Knits presents 30 globally inspired knitting
projects from cultures with deep traditions in
knitwear that will appeal to expert and beginning
knitters alike. Edited by Kari Cornell, projects for
socks, hats, mittens, and scarves make this cozy
collection of patterns a must-have for any knitter’s
pattern library. Each project is illustrated with
beautiful and inspirational four-colour photos and
patterns, with complete schematics and diagrams
making it easy to get amazing finished results.
Alternatives for yarns and needle weights and
sizes are addressed with each pattern making this
a complete collection of cozy knits for yourself or
the best gifts ever.
The book is in English.
BC Paperback - Kari Cornell
192 pages

Price: € 23.50
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Stitch 50 Birds
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446309162
Feather your nest with this avian collection of easy
sewing patterns for beautiful bird designs, all made
using simple hand-sewing techniques.
The finished little birdies would make cute
brooches, bag charms and home accessories, or
can even be scaled up to make bigger soft toys.
Each bird pattern can be traced straight from the
page (or enlarged), and simple instructions mean
that even beginners can get started.
Whether you choose to sew just your own
favourites, or make gifts for the other bird lovers in
your life, this book will provide hours of fun and
inspiration.
The book is in English.
Alison J Reid
128 pages

Price: € 19.25
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New School Macramé
da: David & Charles
Modello: LIBDC-9781446309070
In this book, fibre artist Terri Watson shares her
new school approach to creating contemporary
knotted macramé canvases, using just a few
simple knots.
Terri shares many of her knotting techniques:
including how to create vertical clove hitch knot
fibre art that is as polished on the back as it is on
the front; how to finish a piece using her signature
streamlined scroll finish and how to incorporate
different colours to create beautiful knotted
tapestries.
This book features an extensive library of over 100
patterns and designs that you can use to create 10
projects including wall art, plant hangers, pot
covers, garlands, table mats, and even showstopping denim jacket panels that will turn your
threads into walking works of art.
The book is in English.
Terri Watson
128 pages

Price: € 19.25
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